Maternal effects in disease resistance: poor maternal environment increases offspring resistance to an insect virus
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Maternal effects can be adaptive and because of their intrinsic time delays may have important effects on population dynamics. In vertebrates, and increasingly invertebrates, it is well established that offspring defence is in part determined by maternal parasite exposure. It has also been suggested that there may be indirect maternal effects on immunity mediated by other components of the maternal environment, including density and resource availability. Here, we examine the effect maternal resource availability has on the immunity of offspring in an insect—virus system. We use five different maternal resource levels and examine immunity in the offspring both directly, by challenge with a virus, and by measuring a major component of the immune system, across three offspring environments. Both the direct infection assay and the measure of immunocompetence show clearly that offspring from mothers in poor environments are more resistant to parasites. This may result from life-history optimization of mothers in poor environments, or because the poor environment acts as a cue for higher disease risk in the next generation. This emphasizes the importance of maternal effects on disease resistance, mediated through indirect environmental factors that will have important implications to both the ecological and evolutionary dynamics of host–parasite interactions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Maternal effects generally occur when an individual’s phenotype is affected not only by the environment it experiences, but also the environment experienced by its mother [1–4]. It is increasingly apparent that these maternal effects are widespread in nature, having been particularly well studied in plants [5] and invertebrates [4,6–8]. Maternal effects are recognized as an important mechanism for a rapid multi-generational response to changes in the environment [8–10], and are central to the broader field of indirect genetic effects [11,12]. In addition, there are likely to be important ecological effects of the delays intrinsic to maternal effects, since they tend to act to destabilize populations [9–15]. As such, understanding the role of maternal effects is an important challenge for both ecologists and evolutionary biologists.

Parasites are ubiquitous and may have important impacts on the population ecology [14], community ecology [15] and evolutionary dynamics of their hosts [16]. It is now well established that offspring defence is often in part determined by maternal exposure to parasites [17–25]. For example, in vertebrates, the immune capacity of offspring is often dependent on the level of immune stimulation of their parents [19], via maternal antibody transmission either through the milk and placenta of mammals or through the eggs of birds, reptiles and fishes [17,19]. Recent research has also highlighted the possibility of maternal transfer of immunity in invertebrate systems [20–24], although the mechanisms underlying these effects are less well understood. Thus, it is clear that maternal effects caused by the presence, composition and intensity of parasites in the maternal environment are likely to play a key role in offspring immunity.

Less intuitively, there is also some evidence that maternal environmental conditions may affect the level of investment in disease defence in offspring [26,27]. For example, increased levels of antibodies and androgens are transferred into the eggs from kittiwake mothers in poor nutritional conditions [28], and Daphnia magna reared in crowded low resource conditions produced offspring with less than half the susceptibility to bacterial infection [2]. It is unclear however, how widespread these indirect effects are, and given their potential importance to both the evolution and population ecologies of hosts and parasites, it is important that we examine them in more detail. In particular, it is unclear whether they result from the stress of a low resource environment or vary across a range of maternal environments. Here, we examine in detail, the effect of maternal resource quality on offspring immune investment across a range of environments. We manipulate maternal food quality in Daphnia magna and measure the direct resistance to a natural virus. In addition, we also assayed the offspring under different food qualities and measure both the immunocompetence of offspring and their direct susceptibility to a natural virus. In addition, we also assayed the offspring under different food qualities in order to examine how any maternal effects might be mediated by offspring environment.
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2. METHODS
(a) Establishment of maternal generation
The Indian meal moth (P. interpunctella) and its granulosis virus (PiGV) were used as the experimental system. Maternal populations of five different resource qualities were established using adult moths from a large out-bred stock population. Resource quality can be precisely altered in the system by replacing a percentage of the carbohydrate source in the standard food with methylcellulose, an indigestible bulking agent [29,30]. The methylcellulose maintains the consistency of the food media and as an indigestible bulking agent effectively dilutes the quality of the food, while maintaining the quantity. We have shown previously that this reduction in food quality reduces growth rate, pupal size and resistance to infection with PiGV [30]. Five nutrition levels were used: the highest quality, standard food media, containing no methylcellulose, then media with 10, 20, 30 or 40 per cent replacement of carbohydrate with methylcellulose. Fifty adult P. interpunctella, of mixed age (to average out age effects on quality of eggs), from the stock populations were placed on 100 g of one of each of the five respective food levels, in individual clear plastic Nalgene pots. Adults were left for 24 h in order to mate and lay eggs, after which all the adults were removed. Pots were then maintained in incubators at 27°C, 16 L : 8 D cycle, until the emergence of adult moths (parental generation). This experimental set-up was then repeated for all five resource qualities in the maternal environment over four consecutive days, in order to produce four replicate sets of the parental generation. Throughout the experiment, all the experimental pots were cycled within and between incubators in order to control for effects of incubator and position within.

We examine a range of resources in order to increase the chances of seeing a gradual response to variable nutrition. A priori, in experiments such as this, it is unclear how strong an effect we will see and thus arbitrarily high and low levels can be problematic. If the difference is too low, a real effect may not be picked up, and if too high, the effect may be owing to extreme conditions.

(b) Establishment of offspring generation
Offspring populations were established by splitting 150 adults from each of the maternal populations into three groups of 50. As previously, each group was allowed to lay eggs onto 100 g of one of three offspring food levels; high-quality (0% methylcellulose), medium-quality (20% methylcellulose) and low-quality (40% methylcellulose) food. This experimental set-up was carried out for each of the 20 maternal populations, (five maternal environments, each with four blocked repeats), producing each quality of offspring food from each maternal population (producing a total of 60 offspring populations). Populations were maintained under identical conditions to the maternal generations, until the larvae reached third instar [30] (see the electronic supplementary material).

(c) Infection assay
Third instar individuals from each population were removed and left to starve for 2 h before being orally dosed with a freshly prepared 7.5 per cent virus solution made up from frozen virus stocks, mixed with 0.1 per cent Coomassie Brilliant Blue R dye and 2 per cent sucrose (to encourage feeding). Larvae were dosed using a droplet method, using a microlitre syringe [30]. The bioassays were carried out four times in order to get a large sample size. In total, 100 individuals that took up visible virus solution in at least half of their gut were placed in 25-well Petri dishes with an abundant supply of their respective offspring food quality. The virus infects post-ingestion by crossing the gut wall and replicating systemically to produce a mass of occluded virus that takes over the insect’s entire body and usually lyses and finally kills the host. All individuals are dosed as early third instar larvae (1 day after eclosion) that are easily determined by their head and relative body size [30]. Infection risk in this system is highly stage-dependent, and therefore, this allows us to standardize the assay across the different food resources. Larvae were kept in incubators as described earlier and checked for signs of infection; infected larvae are clearly visible because of their opaque white colour and failure to pupate. The assay was repeated four times for each population over four blocked days (see the electronic supplementary material).

Phenoloxidase (PO) is an established assay of an invertebrate’s ability to launch a generalized immune response. It is involved in the production of melanin, encapsulation and a number of cytotoxic substances that kill parasites on infection [23,31,32]. As such we use it as an assay of resistance to pathogens other than viruses. Using the method of Barnes & Siva-Jothy [31], 12 fifth instar larvae from each offspring population were bled to produce a haemolymph sample. Samples were taken by flushing larval body cavities through, using 0.1 ml of ice-cold dH2O, which were then frozen at ~80°C, before being assayed. To assay the PO activity of each sample, samples were thawed on ice and centrifuged for 5 min at 6500 r.p.m., at 4°C. A 96 well plate was prepared over ice, with 20 μl of sample supernatant, 160 μl dH2O and 20 μl of 15 mM L-dopa, per well. We block all treatments and populations across plates to control for between plate variation. The plates were then run in a heated (30°C) spectrophotometer, for 1 h, taking a reading every 15 s, and using SOFTMAX software to calculate the maximal rate of reaction, the V_{max}. The V_{max} is used as the measure of PO activity, and is calculated from the slope of the absorbance over time (see the electronic supplementary material).

A summary of the design of the experiment is given in the electronic supplementary material. To determine whether maternal environment had an effect on offspring virus infection and PO activity, and whether this depended on the offspring environment (maternal × offspring interaction), we compared each maternal treatment across all offspring food levels. We fit the environments as ordered factors rather than a continuous variable because the variation in resource level is not linear (fitting the environment as a continuous variable gives the same insights). The experiment was blocked over 4 days, and we therefore included block in the model as a fixed main effect but do not consider interactions. For both the virus infection and PO experiments, we have replicate populations of each treatment that we fit as a random term (a more conservative analysis where we analyse the means of the virus assays gives the same qualitative results). We transformed the infection data using logits and square root transformed the PO data in order to normalize it and then fit linear mixed models using the R statistical package v. 2.4.1 [33]. We present the results of a model where offspring environment is nested within maternal environment but the less conservative model where they are not nested provides stronger evidence for the patterns we describe. An analysis where we fit a second random term to
3. RESULTS

There were no significant interactions between the maternal and offspring environments (table 1). We found that individuals in poor maternal environments (more methylcellulose) produce offspring that are significantly less likely to be infected with virus (table 1 and figure 1). Furthermore, their offspring have significantly higher PO activity (table 1 and figure 2) and therefore potentially better immunity to a wide range of non-viral pathogens and parasites. When we look at the pattern in the virus infectivity data, there is some suggestion that the effects of maternal environment become more apparent in offspring that have been raised on poorer quality food. This could be the result of individuals raised on the highest quality food-type having a superabundance of resources that mask any effects. This pattern is not seen in the PO data where there is some suggestion that individuals on the poorest food with mothers also on the poorest food may be immune depressed, perhaps owing to an overall level of poor health. However, the overall pattern is clear: poor maternal environment leads to more resistant offspring with higher overall immune activity.

4. DISCUSSION

We show that poor maternal environment significantly increases offspring defence against parasites. Mothers from the lowest quality maternal environments produce offspring that are less susceptible to direct challenge with a specific natural viral infection and have a higher PO activity, which suggests that they are more immunocompetent. These results emphasize that maternal effects can be mediated through a complex set of environmental cues, including indirect ones. Here, we find an increased offspring investment in resistance to parasites in response to low maternal resource quality, rather than direct exposure of parents to parasites themselves. Given that resource quality may have a number of other maternally mediated effects, there are important implications of these results to the evolution of host defence and host–parasite population dynamics.

It is not intuitive that low maternal environment should lead to higher investment in offspring resistance to disease. Indeed, good quality maternal environments might allow mothers to allocate more provisioning to offspring and therefore have higher resistance. It is well established that the activation and deployment of the immune system may be costly [34], and there is good evidence that there are evolutionary costs to the maintenance of defence in the absence of parasites and pathogens [35,36]. Fundamentally, when individuals have fewer resources to invest in total, there is a conflict between the optimal allocation of resource put into defence and an overall lower level of resources, potentially leading to lower immunity [30,37]. However, under poor environments each offspring may be relatively more valuable to the mother and she may therefore invest more overall into each offspring [2,6,7,38]. We did not count the number of offspring produced in our experiment, but poorer quality environments take into account the initial blocking design also gives the same qualitative results.

Table 1. Effects of maternal and offspring environment on virus infection and PO activity of offspring generation larvae.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dependent variable</th>
<th>PO levels</th>
<th></th>
<th>virus infectivity</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d.f.</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>d.f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>block</td>
<td>2,403</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>3,42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maternal environment</td>
<td>4,39</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>4,42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maternal by offspring environment</td>
<td>10,403</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>10,42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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may lead to fewer, larger offspring, with altered growth rates [30,39,40]. Overall, our results are consistent with this idea that poor environments make offspring more valuable, and suggest that this also includes investing more in immunity [2].

Poor resource may be a cue to the risk of challenge by disease; high population densities often lead to poor individual resource levels, and may also be correlated with higher individual disease risk. Given that immune defence is costly [41,42], we would expect natural selection to favour individuals that invest more when there is the greatest threat of disease. If transmission is positively density-dependent [43–45], the risk of infection may increase at high density, leading to the idea that it may be optimal to invest more in defence in crowded conditions [31,46,47]. There is experimental evidence of this ‘density-dependent prophylaxis’ (DDP) within a generation in a number of systems and further evidence from comparative studies of social and solitary species [31,46–50].

Our results are consistent with the existence of transgenerational DDP in response to increased disease risk, if low resources act as a cue. Mitchell & Read [2] varied density and resource quality and showed that there was more investment in resistance in poor high-density maternal environments. Here, we find the same effect only by varying resource quality, which suggests that quality per se may be a cue of disease risk. Recently, Ben-Ami et al. [51] found consistent effects to Mitchell & Read [2] in the same system only by varying food quality, a result that along with our results suggests that resource levels are a sufficient cue [2]. It would be interesting to examine the maternal effects on immunity of density, independently of resource quality.

Maternal effects have also been shown to have important effects on population dynamics [13]. In particular, cyclic fluctuations in population density may be caused when maternal effects produce a lag in density dependence [10]. There has been some theoretical examination of the effect of within generation DDP on host–parasite population dynamics. White & Wilson [52] use a discrete-time model, representing non-overlapping insect generations and found that DDP stabilizes the dynamics, while Reilly & Hajek [53] using a continuous-time model within the season and a discrete-time map between seasons reported that DDP has a destabilizing effect on the population. Given the intrinsic delays involved in maternal effects, the population dynamical implications are likely to be even more complex. The link between density, resource and maternal investment in offspring resistance leads to a complex set of density-dependent delays that requires detailed modelling to understand its implications to host–parasite population dynamics.

In addition to our direct test of defence through challenge with a viral pathogen, we also found equivalent maternal effects mediated through PO activity. Again, individuals from poorer quality maternal environments have higher PO levels and therefore better immune defence. PO is part of a generalized immune response, involved in the encapsulation of infecting parasites, including bacteria and fungi, and in the production of cytotoxic substances [54]. It also has an important role in wound healing and bacterial and fungal defence. PO production is known to be costly [46], and these costs of PO production may be the explanation of why individuals on the poorest food quality, with mothers also on the poorest food, have the lowest level of PO. Recent work into the little understood defence of virus by invertebrates has linked the PO enzyme cascade to viral defence [55,56]. Galleria mellonella mount immune defences of baculoviral infection, not only by apoptosis and sloughing off of infected cells, but also by encapsulation of virus-infected cells and nodule formation, both of which involve PO activity. Plasma PO was thought to be directly responsible for the anti-viral activity of the larval Lepidoptera, as PO inhibitors removed the effect [56]. However, there is also evidence that PO is much less important to viral resistance than to other parasites [57,58]. As such we would argue that PO is unlikely to be involved in immunity to the virus [58] and should be seen as an indicator of immunity to other classes of pathogen, including bacteria and fungi. Our results are therefore best interpreted as providing evidence that offspring resistance, both in general and to a wide range of parasites, increases with poor maternal environments.

A link between maternal food quality and offspring resistance has also been reported in D. magna [2], with a recent study showing a genetic component of maternal effects [40]. It was suggested that the short generation times of organisms such as D. magna mean that the offspring are likely to encounter a similar environment to that of their mother. Mothers therefore, invest in resistance in their offspring since the maternal low-quality environment may be a cue for higher disease risk. Plodia interpunctella also has short generation times; populations in optimum laboratory conditions have a generation time of approximately 40 days. Since mothers are likely to mate and lay eggs in close proximity, offspring are likely to be in similar environments to their mothers [59,60]. It would therefore be interesting to see how investment in offspring immunity compares in organisms with much longer generation times. Transfer of acquired immunity across generations has been found in invertebrate systems [21–23], and maternal transfer of immunity in vertebrates is well known to be via antibodies [18], however the mechanisms are unknown in invertebrates. It has been proposed that a cue which may drive the expression of maternal effects has been suggested in worker bumblebees Bombus terrestris, which show maternal immune priming of offspring [61], and lasting specific enhanced resistance to secondary exposure to pathogens [62]. Similar cues may be involved in maternal effects owing to the environment, however as discussed earlier, it may also be owing to differential investment in the offspring. More detailed research is required on the mechanisms that lead to maternal effects in invertebrates. In our experiments, we use an isolate of the virus that contains many genotypes. Although we have no evidence of specificity in our system, this may have important implications to distinguishing between maternal and genetic effects, as recently discussed by Luijckx et al. [63].

In principle, if there was strong selection with significantly higher mortality in the poorer resource environments, we may have selected for robust mothers that also had higher overall resistance. However, we know that there is not significant mortality in the maternal environment for a number of reasons. The number of adults produced over the first 5 days was recorded in this experiment and in others [30], and there is no evidence of resource-dependent mortality. Second, individuals raised
on the different qualities of food do not have higher mortal-
ities, they develop for longer and are smaller [30]. Third, the
major source of mortality in the ad libitum group pots is
cannibalism by later instars on early instars, but in one
generation experiments such as ours this is negligible.

We have emphasized the role of the maternal environ-
ment in insect resistance. Our work highlights the
importance of including maternal effects in the under-
standing of host–parasite systems, and may have wide
reaching impacts when trying to understand disease out-
breaks, dynamics and control. The trans-generational
effects are produced from changes in resource quality
rather than from challenge by parasites. Furthermore,
Ben-Ami et al. [51] have recently shown that maternal
environment may influence the variance in immunity as
well as the mean. Together these results emphasize that
there are indirect maternal effects that may be critical to
the host–parasite interaction.
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